A multi-level accelerated lambda iteration (MALI) method for radiative transfer calculations with partial frequency redistribution (PRD) is presented. The method, which is based on Rybicki & Hummer' s, complete frequency redistribution (CRD) formalism with full preconditioning, consistently accounts for overlapping radiative transitions. Its extension to PRD is implemented in a very natural way through the use of the Ψ operator operating on the emissivity rather than the commonly used Λ operator which operates on the source function. Apart from requiring an additional inner computational loop to evaluate the PRD emission line profiles with fixed population numbers, implementation of the presented method requires only a trivial addition of computer code. Since the presented method employs a diagonal operator, it is easily extended to different geometries. Currently, it has been implemented for one-, two-, and three-dimensional Cartesian grids, and spherical symmetry. In all cases the speed of convergence with PRD is very similar to that in CRD, with the former sometimes even surpassing the latter. Sample calculations exhibiting the favorable convergence behavior of the PRD code are presented in the case of the Ca II H and K lines, the Mg II h and k lines and the hydrogen Lyman α and β lines in a one-dimensional solar model, and the Ca II resonance lines in a two-dimensional flux-sheet model.
Introduction
One-dimensional models in which the solar atmosphere is represented by a plane-parallel layer that varies only in depth have been in use for more than three decades. With a steady increase in computational power and occasional improvements in numerical algorithms, complex plane-parallel models including the effects of many atomic levels and transitions can now be constructed without the a priori assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Typically, they are capable of accurately reproducing the observed spectrum in a spatially or temporally averaged sense. Yet, it is clear from high-resolution images taken in almost any spectral band, that the Sun's atmosphere is strongly spatially inhomogeneous and continuously in motion. The question arises therefore, whether plane-parallel models are representative for the mean properties of such a complex medium and whether they can be used to extract accurate physical quantities from observed spectra. Indeed, simulations that explicitly account for spatial structure and temporal variations hint otherwise and give evidence that average one-dimensional models may fail to describe even a plasma's mean properties accurately. A striking example is provided by the chromospheric dynamics simulations of Carlsson & Stein (1995 , 1997 , 1999 . These show that the one-dimensional semi-empirical model constructed to reproduce the temporally averaged simulated spectrum requires a chromospheric temperature rise while the model's actual mean gas temperature decreases monotonically.
When the time scales of (microscopic) physical processes in parts of the atmosphere are of the order of (macroscopic) dynamical time scales, or longer, it becomes difficult to represent a dynamic atmosphere's mean properties by an instantaneous static model; the atmosphere has properties that relate to its history. An example of such a memory effect is the slow rate of hydrogen recombination that occurs in the chromospheric dynamics simulations. It causes the mean degree of ionization of hydrogen to be much higher in the top of the atmosphere than would be expected on the basis of the mean conditions at that height (Carlsson & Stein 1999) . Another example is the chemical association time scale of molecules, which is much longer in the upper photosphere than the time scale of dissociation (e.g., Avrett et al. 1996) . In a dynamic atmosphere this may cause the mean concentration of molecules to be lower than would be expected on the basis of Saha-Boltzmann statistics at the mean temperature of the atmosphere (e.g., Uitenbroek 2000a,b) .
From the above discussion it is clear that we cannot rely on static average one-dimensional models to understand geometrically complex and dynamical situations. Instead, there is a need for accurate and efficient numerical transfer codes that can be employed to construct multi-dimensional and time-dependent models, in which solutions may costly, and have to be performed many times. These codes should allow strong lines to be treated with the partial frequency redistribution (PRD) formalism when coherent scattering is an important excitation mechanism. This is not only necessary for diagnostic purposes, but also for a proper calculation of radiative losses, as the redistribution function controls how photons can escape from the atmosphere. For instance, in the simulations performed by Carlsson & Stein (1995 , 1997 , 1999 ) the temperature structure is determined by the balance between mechanical work on the atmosphere, and radiative losses in strong lines. To compute the latter, these authors solve explicitly for radiative transfer in hydrogen, helium and calcium, while all other elements in the background are treated in LTE. To keep the numerical problem tractable they are forced to use the approximation of CRD for the strong lines, although they mimic the effects of coherent scattering in the Lyman lines by truncating the profiles at six Doppler widths (Carlsson & Stein 1992) . In similar simulations of magnetohydrodynamic shocks in fluxtubes Ulmschneider et al. (1987) estimated that the assumption of complete redistribution may lead to an overestimate of radiative losses due to the Mg II resonance lines by as much as a factor of ten. This assessment is confirmed by calculations in a forthcoming paper (Uitenbroek 2001) , which show that radiative losses in the Ca II H and K lines are up to a factor of five times larger in CRD than they are in PRD in a series of snapshots from a Carlsson & Stein (1999) chromospheric hydrodynamics simulation.
Numerical methods for radiative transfer solutions with PRD in multi-level atoms have been presented by Milkey & Mihalas (1973) , Milkey et al. (1975) , and Heasley & Kneer (1976) based on the complete linearization method. This method is very efficient for problems involving small frequency and angle quadratures, and implements PRD in a natural way, but it scales poorly to larger grids due to the big size of matrices that have to be inverted. Scharmer (1983) developed a method to solve two-level PRD line transfer using a formalism based on the more efficient operator perturbation technique pioneered by Cannon (1973) . Uitenbroek (1989a) generalized Scharmer's method to multi-level atoms and implemented it in the versatile operator perturbation transfer code MULTI (Scharmer & Carlsson 1985; Carlsson 1986 ). However, the Scharmer & Carlsson (1985) scheme uses explicit linearization to construct its approximate operator, making it less suitable for PRD, due to the additional non-linearities which are introduced in the line source function. To minimize these non-linearities Uitenbroek (1989a) employed a frequency-independent approximate operator in his scheme, which unfortunately lead to poor convergence in the case of strong resonance lines like the Mg II h and k lines, and the hydrogen Lyman lines. With a different approach, employing Hubený's (1985) equivalent two-level atom (ETLA) formalism to compute those transitions that need to be treated with PRD, Hubený & Lites (1995) managed to improve MULTI-PRD convergence in the case of the Lyman lines. While non-PRD multi-level interactions are treated in a self-consistent scheme in the Hubený & Lites (1995) formalism, the use of ETLA to treat PRD lines may fail to account properly for multi-level interactions involving these lines. Moreover, MULTI was not designed to deal with overlapping transitions (although a version that treats blends exists, Stift 1992), which is important for transitions that are close in wavelength, like the Mg II h and k lines, and for proper treatment of bound-free continua that stretch over a broad range of wavelengths. Auer & Paletou (1994) describe a two-level atom PRD formalism with a diagonal operator that can be used in multi-dimensional geometry, and Paletou & Auer (1995) constructed a very efficient two-level approximate operator for PRD transfer. Paletou (1995) implemented PRD in the multi-level accelerated Λ-iteration (MALI) method introduced by Rybicki & Hummer (1991) and applied his method to two-dimensional atmospheric structures. Since his approach uses the Λ operator operating on the source function to construct the preconditioned set of linear equations for the population numbers rather than the Ψ operator (see Section 2.3) operating on the emissivity it cannot deal very well with the non-linearity introduced in the source function by the stimulated emission term (cf., equation 16 in Paletou 1995) . To precondition the statistical equilibrium equations the emission profile for stimulated emission has to be set to the absorption profile in the approximate operator and also in the upward radiative rates. The PRD method that will be presented below is based on the improved MALI formulation of Rybicki & Hummer (1992) , which employs the Ψ rather than the Λ operator, and allows for overlapping radiative transitions. By using the Ψ operator, and the full preconditioning scheme of the rate equations, we conveniently avoid the non-linearities due to the stimulated emission term. This improves convergence and assures that in the convergence limit we get the proper behavior for the stimulated emission and the radiative rates associated with it.
It should be noted that the use of preconditioning rather than linearization may make the method described in this paper harder to merge with (magneto-) hydrodynamic codes that use explicit linearization of the radiative loss terms to solve the dynamic energy equations. The present method could be more easily adapted in dynamic codes that use predictorcorrector type schemes. However, the latter tend to be less efficient in multi-dimensional geometries. In addition, the inclusion of the present PRD method in a dynamic code would require the use of angle-dependent PRD which is not included in this paper, but wil be described in an upcoming paper (Uitenbroek 2001) . Changing from angle-averaged (which is described here) to angle-dependent PRD only requires a modification of the way the redistribution integral is evaluated (see Section 3.3), not in the iterative scheme.
The iterative scheme of the new method is outlined in Section 2. Implementation details are provided in Section 3. Details on the numerical code as well as sample results that show the favorable convergence of this implementation are provided in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
The iterative method
Multi-level radiative transfer problems, in general, require global, non-linear solutions, since the radiation field depends on the atomic and molecular populations throughout the plasma, and the populations, in turn, are constrained by the radiation field. One efficient solution to such a complex non-linear problem is provided by the class of numerical methods that are commonly termed operator perturbation techniques. In these techniques the originally non-linear set of statistical equilibrium equations is approximated by a linear set, either by explicit linearization (e.g., Scharmer & Carlsson 1985) or preconditioning (e.g., Rybicki & Hummer 1991 , 1992 , which can then be solved iteratively. Our goal here is to formulate such an operator perturbation solution in the presence of PRD that is computationally cheap to evaluate, yet has favorable iterative convergence properties.
In the following discussion it is assumed that atomic or molecular levels are ordered according to their level energy E, i.e., if E j > E i then j > i. For convenience we adopt the convention that indices i and j are used when the order of indices matters with j always larger than i, and that indices l (and l , l etc.) are used when specific order is not important.
Opacity and emissivity
Following Rybicki & Hummer (1992) we write the opacity χ and emissivity η at frequency ν, along a ray in the direction n due to a transition between two atomic or molecular levels i and j with population numbers n as
If (i, j) is a bound-bound transition then V and U are given by
where φ and ψ are the line absorption and emission profile coefficients, respectively. In case of a bound-free transition
where α ij (ν) is the photoionization cross section, Φ ij (T ) is the Saha-Boltzmann function,
n e and T are the electron density and temperature, respectively, and g j and g i are the statistical weights of the upper and lower level. Uitenbroek (2000b) has shown that the same formalism can be used when dealing with a large number of molecular vibration-rotation transitions. In this case the closeness of the rotational energy levels allow the distribution of their populations within each vibrational level to be approximated by Boltzmann statistics so that only the total collisional and radiative rates between vibrational levels have to be accounted for.
With the above expressions for U and V , the total opacity and emissivity at frequency ν in direction n can now be written as
where the sums are over all the transitions that are active at frequency ν, i.e., have measurable opacity at this frequency, and have upper and lower level populations that will be updated in the iterative process. In the following the collection of active transition at a given frequency will be referred to as the "active set". The background opacity χ c and emissivity η c are angle-dependent when they include contributions from background atomic or molecular lines in a moving atmosphere.
The emission profile coefficient
The line emission coefficient ψ appearing in equation (2) is equal to the absorption coefficient φ at all relevant frequencies and depths in the atmosphere in most cases. However, when the inner wings of a line form (i.e., have optical depth near unity) at a location in the atmosphere where radiative excitation of the line itself or one of its subordinate lines dominates over collisional excitation, effects of coherent scattering have to be taken into account. This is the case of partial frequency redistribution in which the emission profile coefficient ψ depends on the radiation field in the line and its subordinate lines (e.g., Hubený et al. 1983a; Hubený 1985; Uitenbroek 1989a; Hubený & Lites 1995) :
where R kji is the generalized laboratory frame redistribution function (describing "standard" redistribution for k = i, and cross redistribution for k = i), and P j is the total depopulation rate of level j:
with C jk and R jk the collisional and radiative rates between levels j and k, respectively. When coherent scattering is unimportant the approximation of CRD is valid in the laboratory frame (R kji = φ kj φ ij ) and ψ trivially reduces to φ for all frequencies.
The laboratory frame redistribution function R kji is defined so that
describes the conditional probability distribution that, if a photon is scattered and is absorbed from solid angle cone dΩ around n at frequency range (ν , ν + δν ) in line (k, j), it will be re-emitted into solid angle dΩ around n at a frequency between (ν, ν + δν) in line (i, j). Since it describes the probability conditional upon scattering from line (k, j) to (i, j) the R kji are normalized to one:
Furthermore, for each k (including k = i) the equality
holds, which implies that if the radiation field is constant across the line (k, j), it will populate level j naturally. Similarly, the normalization
holds, which expresses the fact that, when integrated over all emission frequencies and angles, the probability distribution of a photon being absorbed in line (k, j) is just given by the absorption line profile coefficient of that line.
Under the assumption that the lower level broadening in the atomic frame is negligible (which is realistic for strong resonance lines and lines that have meta-stable lower levels like the Ca II infrared triplet lines), and the assumption that complete redistribution in the atomic frame can be approximated by complete redistribution in the laboratory frame, we can rewrite the redistribution function defined in equation (8) as follows (Hubený 1982) :
It should be noted that this equation still satisfies the normalization requirements for the redistribution function (eqs.
[8] through [10] ). Expressions for the generalized redistribution function R II can be found in Hubený (1982) , and fast numerical algorithms for its evaluation are described by Gouttebroze (1986) for standard redistribution and Uitenbroek (1989b) for the general case of cross redistribution. The coherency fraction γ in equation (12) is defined by
where Q E j is the upper level rate of elastic collisions (due to atoms, ions, and electrons, with its value typically given by the sum of Van der Waals and Stark impact broadening rates). Substituting equation (12) in equation (6) allows us to write the ratio ρ = ψ/φ of emission and absorption line profile coefficients of line (i, j) as
When there are no macroscopic flows in the atmosphere the absorption profile coefficient φ no longer depends on the direction n. If then the redistribution function is replaced by an angle-averaged approximation (e.g., Mihalas 1978, p. 422 ) the integrations in equation (14) over frequency and and angle can be performed independently.
Preconditioning
The source function due to the opacity and emissivity in a line transition (i, j) is given by
which is frequency-independent when coherent scattering is unimportant and ρ = 1, but otherwise suffers from additional non-linearities in the populations n through the ratio of emission over absorption coefficients ρ (eq. [14]). To avoid problems with the linearization of the statistical equilibrium equations in general and in the case of PRD transitions in particular, it is, therefore, advantageous to use the Ψ operator introduced by Rybicki & Hummer (1992) , in formulating the iterative solution to the multi-level transfer problem, rather than the commonly used Λ operator. The Ψ and Λ operators, which both are used to provide a formal expression for solution to the monochromatic radiative transfer equation, are related as follows:
An approximate iterative scheme results from replacing equation (16) with
where η † is the total emissivity from the previous iteration, and Ψ * is some approximation of Ψ that is both computationally cheap to evaluate and easy to invert. We follow the suggestion made by Rybicki & Hummer (1992) and use the diagonal of the true Ψ operator in our method. This was first shown to be an efficient choice for the approximate operator by Olson et al. (1986) . It is also a particularly convenient choice for radiative transfer solutions in multi-dimensional geometries since the resulting set of linear equations for the populations are local in nature. Substituting equation (5) into equation (17) we find
where we used the fact that the background emissivity η c is assumed to be constant between iterations. Note that the second term in equation (18) contains the quantity U † from the previous iteration rather than the current one, since U depends on the population numbers through the emission profile coefficient ψ (see eqs.
[2] and [6]) in case a PRD line is part of the active set at the frequency under consideration.
With the definitions provided in Section 2.1 and equation (18) for the formal solution of I we can now write the radiative rate R ll of a transition from level l to l in the form
with the understanding that
, the radiation field from the previous iteration, and the definition
the equation of statistical equilibrium for level l
is then expressed in terms of the quantities U and V of the sets of active radiative transitions:
Should CRD apply to all line transitions, only the last terms on each side of equation (22) are nonlinear in the population numbers since they involve products n j with n l and n l . However, if one or more of the line transitions require treatment with PRD, the terms with U and V associated with emission in those lines depend on the radiation field through the emission profile coefficient ψ. This introduces additional non-linearities and we have to substitute the appropriate U † and V † from the previous solution to avoid these. By using these modifications, and bringing the third term on the right hand side over to the left while interchanging its summation indices j and l and renaming l to l we can now write the fully preconditioned set of homogeneous statistical equilibrium equations as
where the linear operator Γ is given by
The sum over j represents the sum over all opacities of active transitions each with a plus or a minus sign respectively, depending on whether j > l or j < l, i.e.,
Implementation
In this section we discuss how the preconditioning described in the previous section can be used to construct an efficient numerical code. The Einstein relations for bound-bound transitions (see Mihalas 1978, p. 79) can be used to derive convenient relations between the quantities U and V that are common to both bound-bound and bound-free transitions:
In case (i, j) is a bound-bound transition g ij = g i /g j ρ ij (ν, n), and for a bound-free transition
with the n * i,j the population numbers that levels i and j would have in LTE. These relations greatly simplify the implementation of PRD transitions into the iterative scheme and help improve the efficiency of the numerical code for all transitions as shown below.
With the expressions for U and V derived above the total opacity and emissivity at frequency ν in direction n can now be written as
where the summation is over the active set at frequency ν. The first line in equation (27) shows why we chose to absorb the line profile ratio ρ ij in g ij rather than in V ij (cf. eq.
[26]) which would not have made a difference for the emissivity. However, in this way also the profile of stimulated emission can be taken into account properly in the opacity. The radiative rates for a transition (i, j, bound-bound as well as bound-free) can be written as
which again accounts properly for the emission profile of stimulated emission.
Since it comes at no additional computational cost in the present method, we feel that it is more elegant to use the theoretically correct expression for the stimulated emission rate (see Oxenius 1965; Hubený et al. 1983b,a) involving the PRD emission profile ψ, instead of the CRD profile φ. By contrast, Hubený (1985) and Hubený & Lites (1995) argue that it would be internally more consistent to use the CRD emission profile, because, when the rate of stimulated emission becomes important in populating the upper level j, the redistribution function would have to account not only for the correlations due to the regular two-photon scattering process i → j → i, but also for correlations due to multiple scattering of the sort i → j → i → j → i, etc. Nonetheless, with the formulation adopted in equations (27) and (28) we always have the option to include a more complicated redistribution function and scattering integral, if appropriate, while keeping the same formulation of the preconditioning scheme.
Evaluation of the emission profile
To avoid nonlinearities in the preconditioning of the rate equations the choice was made to replace some of the emission and absorption coefficients U and V by the appropriate values from the previous iteration. However, this is not straightforward in the case of PRD. To evaluate the emission profile ψ the radiation field is needed (eq. [6]), and vice versa. When one or more PRD transitions are part of the active set at frequency ν the equation of transfer at that frequency is given by:
where the second sum is over active transitions other than PRD lines. Given the population numbers and ignoring the dependence of radiative rate P j (eq. [14] ) and the opacity χ on the radiation field, equation (29) constitutes a set of linear equations in the intensities I ν,n which, in principle, could be inverted directly. However, this involves the solution of a tridiagonal band system of large (
variable Eddington factor type approach is used), where N ν and N µ are the size of the frequency and angle quadratures, respectively. This is computationally expensive because the relevant frequency grid for each PRD line must not only include the line itself but possibly also its subordinate lines via cross redistribution. Moreover, direct solution is even harder to accomplish in multi-dimensional geometry.
An easier more efficient approach is to solve the transfer problem iteratively by alternately solving for I and ρ using equations (29) and (14) respectively. A similar approach was suggested by Hubený (1985) for his ETLA PRD method. Such an iterative solution has the appearance of Λ iteration of the radiation field, which is known to suffer from very slow convergence in the case of strongly scattering lines with which we implicitly deal in PRD. However, in the procedure considered here the population numbers are kept fixed, and consequently the radiative rates are nearly fixed (changing only through the contribution of stimulated emission). Integrated over each PRD line profile no net photons are created in, or scattered through the atmosphere; instead they are redistributed locally within the lines.
Additional insight can be gained from considering an intermediate solution, I
(m) (ν, n), of equation (29). It satisfies the equation 
where
When we divide equation (31) by hν and integrate over angle and frequency to obtain the net photon rate per line between the two solutions, the last term drops out by virtue of the normalization of the redistribution profile (eq. [10]). Thus, the frequency integrated difference equation has no source term, which shows that the pseudo Λ-iteration scheme does not create any new photons anywhere in the atmosphere. This holds true for any solution I(ν, n) that is derived from another solution via the above iterative process. Even more importantly, the procedure does change the amount of photons that scatter in the PRD lines, while it is precisely these photons that are at the root of the poor convergence properties of ordinary Λ iteration. Consequently, the above procedure can be expected to have a speedier convergence. Indeed, experience with the above scheme shows that typically five iterative solutions are sufficient to get a good estimate of ρ for all PRD lines. To achieve this it is only necessary to solve the transfer equation at those frequencies at which a PRD line is part of the active set, which is usually a small subset of the complete frequency quadrature. A similar conclusion about the convergence of the pseudo Λ iteration technique discussed here was reached by Cannon et al. (1975) in the discussion of their redistribution perturbation technique (RPT).
The fact that the iterative process to obtain ρ while keeping the population numbers fixed does not introduce any photons however, does not mean that radiative losses are not affected by PRD. PRD does affect the relative behavior of source function S and angleaveraged mean intensity J in the wings of lines and thus affects the radiative line losses, but this is taken into account in the main iteration scheme.
The iteration scheme
The above procedure described in Section 3.1 allows us to update the emission profile of each PRD line in true multi-level fashion, while consistently taking account of possible cross redistribution effects and the effects of PRD on the stimulated emission profile. Together with the preconditioning scheme described in Section 2.3 the overall iteration scheme can now be implemented as follows.
(i) Before the main iteration scheme is entered an ordered list of all the necessary wavelengths is established. For each wavelength in this list the set of active transitions is determined and stored. An additional list of all the unique upper and lower levels of transitions at each wavelength is maintained. The latter list is used to evaluate the cross terms
in the approximate operator (eq. [24]).
(ii) Next an initial solution for the population numbers has to be established. This can be either the LTE solution or the solution of the full set of statistical equilibrium equations with the radiation field set to zero throughout the atmosphere (see Carlsson 1986) . The initial solution is always computed in CRD so that for each PRD line ρ is initialized to one. Subsequently, the main iteration scheme can be entered.
(iii) Opacities and emissivities are evaluated with given population numbers and emission profile ratios ρ (eq. [27]), and the calculated g ij , V ij , and U ij (eqs.
[2] and [3]) are stored. At this point the effect of PRD is introduced in the iteration scheme by using g ij = (g i /g j )ρ ij . This constitutes a trivial addition of just one line of computer code over the CRD scheme. A formal solution is performed, and at the same time the approximate operator Γ is filled (eq. [24]) using the stored values of g ij , V ij , and U ij (automatically accounting for PRD since g contains ρ).
(iv) The emission profile ratios ρ are updated to convergence with fixed population numbers n as described in Section 3.1, after which the scheme can jump back to (iii).
Steps (iii) and (iv) are repeated until the relative changes in the population numbers and angle-averaged mean intensity J are smaller than some predefined limit (usually 1.0 · 10 −2 ). It is our experience that ∆n and ∆J can change in step, both decreasing exponentially with the iteration number, if a proper number of sub-iterations are performed to update ρ.
Evaluation of the scattering integral
Particular care has to be taken with the density of the frequency grid when evaluating the redistribution integral (eq. [6]) Typically, the frequency quadrature for a line in a numerical transfer calculation is dense in the core, with equidistant spacing of a fraction of a Doppler unit, and sparse in the wings with spacings of up to a few hundred Doppler units in the outermost grid points. This is obviously set by the shape of the line absorption profile coefficient φ. However, in case of PRD this spacing is not accurate enough, as the redistribution function R(x, x ) (expressed in Doppler units x = (ν − ν 0 )/∆ν D ) has structure in absorption frequency x on scales smaller than a Doppler unit even when emission frequency x is in the wing of the line. Figure 1 shows the values of the ratio g II ≡ R II (x, x )/φ(x) that appears in the redistribution integral, as a function of x for different values of emission frequency x. Obviously, it is impractical to employ a frequency mesh in the transfer calculations that is fine enough for the redistribution integration everywhere in the line. Instead . The plotted function describes the probability per emission frequency that a photon emitted at frequency x is absorbed at frequency x when scattered. The value of the damping parameter influences the transition in behavior from core to wing of the redistribution, but has little effect on the width of the integration intervals.
the radiation field has to be interpolated in an efficient way. One possible strategy has been described by Adams et al. (1971) . It uses cardinal natural cubic splines to facilitate the interpolation of the radiation field. Basically, the radiation field is decomposed into a set of cardinal cubic splines, and the integral of the redistribution function with each member of this set is performed on a fine mesh. The resulting redistribution integration weights are then stored on the regular mesh of the line transfer quadrature. This method has the advantage that the integration on the fine mesh needs to be done only once and can be stored for all subsequent redistribution integral evaluations. However, it has the drawback that some of the redistribution integration weights may be negative if the line quadrature is not chosen carefully, and this may lead to convergence problems. Here we use a different strategy based on the shape of the redistribution function (e.g., Figure 1) . We demonstrate the principles of this strategy only for the angle-averaged case, but a similar method can be devised for the general case of angular-dependent redistribution.
As noted by Gouttebroze (1986) there are three different regimes for the angle averaged g II as a function of x: a core region for |x| < 2, a wing region for |x| > 4, and an intermediate region for 2 |x| 4. In all three regimes, however, g II is non-negligible for only a short interval. The relevant integration intervals in the absorption frequency are:
Similarly, integration limits can be defined for the general redistribution function P II , which includes cross redistribution between two different lines (e.g., Uitenbroek 1989b). To perform an accurate integration of the redistribution integral times the radiation field it is only necessary to interpolate the latter in the limited intervals specified in equations (32). We have chosen to do the interpolation in each of the intervals on an equidistant grid in x with a small enough predefined spacing ∆x . Usually, the interpolation is done linearly, which ensures that all integration weights are positive, but we have also implemented cubic and exponential spline interpolation. The latter is probably the most accurate as it takes better account of the shape of the intensity and also prevents the strong oscillatory behavior ordinary splines may exhibit (for proper values of the tension parameter), but it is also the most computationally expensive method. The drawback of our strategy compared to that of Adams et al. (1971) is that the interpolation of the radiation has to be performed for every evaluation of the redistribution integral. However, this is a relatively small penalty as the integration intervals are limited. Thus, the time for evaluation of the redistribution integral scales only linearly with the number of frequency points in the line.
Numerical code and its convergence properties

Numerical implementation
The PRD radiative transfer method outlined in the previous sections has been implemented into a numerical code written in the computer language C. This code has been implemented for four different geometries: one-, two-, and three-dimensional Cartesian grids, and spherical symmetry. Most operations required to solve the multi-level transfer problem are geometry independent, e.g., the atomic input routines, the opacity calculations, solution of the statistical equilibrium equations, and evaluation of the approximate operator. Hence, the routines performing these operations can be shared by all geometric versions. These routines are compiled into a common binary library that is linked by the different versions.
Only the routines such as those needed to read the different model atmospheres, the formal solution routines, and several output routines, that are geometry dependent and have been coded separately for the different versions. In this section we briefly discuss the performance of the present PRD method in one-and two-dimensional Cartesian geometry. The extraordinary requirements for computer resources (in particular in memory usage and storage of temporary files) that a three-dimensional PRD example would take did not warrant the inclusion of such an example in this paper. We have tried the three-dimensional version in a more or less trivial case of a one dimesional model copied over a 4 × 4 grid in the horizontal directions, and found its convergence properties in this case to be commensurate with the one-and two-dimensional version.
Currently, the code is set up to treat just one "active" atomic or molecular model but, since the code already deals naturally with overlapping transitions, it is straightforward to extend it to include an arbitrary mix of active atoms and molecules. Opacities due to atomic and molecular transitions of in-active species that overlap with active transitions are dealt with in the background opacity package. These other species can have either LTE populations, or alternatively, Non-LTE populations from a previous run which can be read in at startup. The background opacity package also calculates the chemical equilibrium solution for the given composition of the atmosphere and evaluates opacities due to continuum processes like Thomson and Rayleigh scattering, bound-free and free-free scattering off hydrogen, and the H − ion, and free-free scattering with H − 2 and H + 2 . In the one-dimensional plane and spherical symmetric versions the formal solution is performed with the well known Feautrier difference equation method (e.g., Mihalas 1978, p. 151) when there are no macroscopic velocities in the atmosphere. However, when the atmosphere is in motion we can no longer use the symmetry relations of the transfer equation that are required to set up the second order Feautrier difference equations, because possible overlap of radiative transitions requires a frequency grid that is, in general, not symmetric with respect to the centers of line transitions. In such cases we use the short characteristics method (Kunasz & Auer 1988 ) with a piecewise quadratic source function to solve the transfer equation separately in the two directions along a given ray. In the two-and threedimensional versions the short characteristics method is always used with the provision for horizontally periodic grids as outlined by , and the demand for monotonicity in the parabolic upwind interpolation as described by Auer & Paletou (1994) .
The formal solution of the transfer equation in a given geometry occurs wavelength by wavelength, going from the shortest to the longest wavelength. At each wavelength contributions to the radiative rates and the approximate operator of active transitions at that wavelength are accumulated. These monochromatic solutions can be done independently and this fact can be used advantageously to speed up the solution of the transfer problem on multi-processor computers, which are becoming more and more common. For this type of machines a simple multi-threading mechanism employing POSIX threads (e.g., Butenhof 1997) has been implemented in the present numerical code to solve the transfer equation concurrently for multiple wavelengths. The gain in speed from the multi-threading is almost linear in the number of available processors, with small reductions in speed due the overhead associated with managing the threads, and the fact that the total number of wavelengths is, in general, not an exact multiple of the number of processors.
To speed up the convergence of the preconditioned MALI scheme we implemented the acceleration method of Ng (1974) with general order as described by Auer (1987), and . This method requires the storage of the population numbers of a number of N order successive iterations. These are then combined linearly every N period th iteration to minimize the residual of the solution. The extra iterations without acceleration permit the solution to settle down; applying acceleration at every iteration step mainly results in extra overhead associated with inverting the minimization matrices, and does not provide additional speedup. Initially, a number of N delay iterations is performed without any acceleration. If acceleration is turned on too early it may give rise to negative population numbers and destroy the proper convergence behavior of the method, which can be proven to preserve positivity of the population numbers without acceleration (see the discussion by Rybicki & Hummer 1992) . In our calculations we typically used N order = 2, N period = 3, and N delay = 6.
Convergence properties in one-and two-dimensional plane geometry
The convergence properties of the PRD formalism were tested with three different atomic models which all included strongly scattering lines. The chosen models were a 5-level plus continuum Ca II model which included the H and K lines (at 396.8 and 393.4 nm, respectively) in PRD, a 10-level plus continuum Mg II model which included the h and k lines (at 280.3 and 279.6 nm, respectively) in PRD, and an 8-level plus continuum H I model with the Lyman α and β lines (at 121.6 and 102.6 nm, respectively) in PRD. No cross redistribution effects were taken into account in these test cases. However, the overlap of the H and K lines, and that of the h and k lines with themselves and the triplet lines originating from the upper levels of h and k (the equivalent of the Ca II infrared triplet) at 279.078, 279.793 and 279.800 nm was accounted for. Angle-averaged redistribution was used in all cases, since both the one-and two-dimensional atmospheres were static. The radiation field in the case of an inhomogeneous atmosphere like the two-dimensional flux-sheet model is likely to be more anisotropic than in a plane-parallel case, so that the approximation of angle-averaged redistribution may not be accurate in the former case. Accounting for full angle-dependence of the redistribution function in a two-dimensional atmosphere with a realistic model atom, however, makes a huge demand on computer resources, and although the present code is capable of such calculations, these were not warranted for the present paper. The effects of angle-dependent PRD in a moving one-dimensional atmosphere will be discussed in a forthcoming paper (Uitenbroek 2001) . The convergence behavior of the H I, Mg II, and Ca II models in a standard onedimensional hydrostatic model (model C of Fontenla et al. 1993) for both CRD and PRD is shown in Figures 2 through 4 . Plotted in each of these figures is the maximum relative change in populations (over all levels and all locations in the atmosphere) after each main iteration. Typically 3 to 5 sub-iterations were needed to update the emission profile ratio ρ (see step iv in Section 3.2) in order to make the maximum relative change in angle-averaged mean intensity J (over all wavelengths) go in step with the relative change in population numbers. It is clear that the rate of convergence of the PRD scheme compares very well to that in the CRD case. In all three instances the logarithm of the error in the accelerated solution goes down linearly with the number of main iterations.
In the case of hydrogen a maximum relative change of 10 −10 in n and J is reached after approximately 50 iterations, with the PRD solution reaching that limit two iterations before the CRD solution. For a similar problem the PRD-ETLA modification of MULTI presented by Hubený & Lites (1995 , the dashed curve in their figure 7) seems slightly less efficient in the rate of convergence than the method presented here. In our case the logarithm of the maximum relative change in the population numbers remains linear with the iteration number over the whole range, perhaps owing to the applied Ng (1974) with the former reaching a maximum relative change of 10 −10 in 74 iterations, where the latter reaches that mark in only 55 iterations. Nonetheless, the maximum relative change in the case of PRD still goes down exponentially with the iteration number. Figure 4 shows the results of a run with the 5-level plus continuum Ca II model in the one-dimensional hydrostatic atmospheric model C. Remarkably, for Ca II the rate of convergence in the case of PRD is even higher than in CRD, with relative population changes going down consistently at a steeper rate. This may be due to the additional formal solutions between main iterations that are performed at the wavelengths covered by the lines treated with PRD (i.e., the H and K lines). These additional formal solutions improve the estimate of the the background scattering contribution to H and K line formation. The background scattering is in effect Λ-iterated since at each formal solution the angle-averaged mean intensity J from the previous solution is used to calculate its emission coefficient (see also Scharmer & Carlsson 1985; Rybicki & Hummer 1992) .
A gray-scale plot of the temperature in the flux-sheet model that was used to test the PRD convergence of the two-dimensional version of the code is given in Figure 5 . It contains a magnetic flux sheet embedded in a non-magnetic atmosphere with a different temperature stratification. At the boundaries of the flux sheet the temperature and density are discontinuous. Thus, this model gives a good indication of the stability of the transfer code in the presence of strong inhomogeneities. Despite these inhomogeneities the PRD scheme performs well, again with very similar convergence behavior for CRD and PRD as is shown in Figure 6 .
Conclusions
We have successfully extended the versatile MALI formalism described by Rybicki & Hummer (1992) to include the effects of PRD, while preserving its capability to deal with overlapping radiative transitions. The method described in this paper preserves the nonlinearity of the stimulated emission profile, and includes cross-redistribution terms consistently in its multi-level scheme. It has been incorporated into a reliable multi-level, multidimensional, multi-threaded radiative transfer code with favorable convergence properties in both CRD and PRD. Using a local approximate Ψ-operator, given by the diagonal of the exact (apart from discretization errors) Ψ operator, convergence acceleration, and preconditioning of the rate equations the method is very efficient, even on large two-dimensional grids. One PRD iteration of the Ca II model on the 141 × 127 grid of the flux-sheet model with 6 rays per octant, 161 wavelengths and five radiative transitions (with H and K in PRD, and the infrared triplet in CRD) took 450 seconds running on a 450 Mhz SUN UltraSPARC processor. This time, which includes 3 additional formal solutions for each of the PRD lines, and the corresponding redistribution integral evaluations, was brought down to 280 seconds when running on two processors simultaneously. To converge the solution to relative changes in both n and J to below one percent took 17 iterations (see Figure 6 ).
Between main iterations the emission profile ratio ρ is updated for each PRD line by alternately solving the transfer equation with fixed population numbers (eq. [30] ) and the equation for the ratio ρ (eq. [14]). In Section 3.1 it is shown that this iterative procedure does not suffer from slow convergence associated with ordinary Λ-iteration because it does not create any new photons in the atmosphere, nor does it change the amount of scattered photons in the PRD lines. It only redistributes them locally over the PRD line profiles. Moreover, the radiative rates P j that appear in the definition of ρ and the line contribution to opacity χ are updated consistently during the sub-iterations, and this improves the convergence of the overall scheme.
The evaluation of the redistribution integrals (eq. [6]) is done efficiently by limiting the interpolation of the radiation field onto the fine grid required by the structure of the redistribution function R to those intervals in which R is non-negligible. This method scales well to large sizes of the PRD line frequency mesh, and does not suffer from potential negative integration weights. It is also much less sensitive to the irregular spacing of frequency points that may result from the overlap of radiative transitions. In such cases cubic spline interpolation methods may give rise to strong oscillatory behavior of the interpolation result leading to numerical inaccuracies in the integral evaluation.
With the steady progress in computational power and the great improvements that have been made in the efficiency of numerical radiative transfer codes through the introduction of techniques like the operator perturbation method, the localized diagonal operator, the short-characteristics method, and the preconditioning scheme of the rate equations, it has now become possible to perform radiative transfer solutions with realistic model atoms in complicated geometries. In addition, with these fast methods it has now become viable to perform these solutions with PRD even in dynamical situations in which many repetitive transfer solutions are required, so that we do not longer have to rely on one-dimensional static models to analyze spectra from the clearly inhomogeneous and variable solar surface.
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